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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to determine if differential reading and spelling mechanisms 

were involved in a Japanese patient with aphasia. In our case, the patient scored low on all 

of the administered reading tasks, suggesting that both the reading lexical and non-lexical 

routes were impaired. In contrast, his writing-to-dictation score for Kana non-words was 

high, suggesting that the spelling non-lexical route was intact. However, the patient scored 

low on a writing-to-dictation task comprised of high familiarity Kanji words. The spelling 

lexical route was thought to be impaired. Therefore, the mechanism(s) involved in reading 

and spelling may differ in this case.  
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Introduction 

Acquired dyslexia and dysgraphia are traditionally divided into several types: pure 

alexia (Déjerine, 1892), pure agraphia (Exner, 1881), and alexia with agraphia (Déjerine, 

1891).  These classifications were determined using descriptive neuropsychological 

methods that investigated the underlying relationship between symptoms and specific brain 

areas.  In contrast to neuropsychological descriptive analysis, cognitive 

neuropsychological methods identified mechanisms of dysfunction in accordance with 

deficits in processing routes or levels within the information processing model.  Reading 

and spelling impairments were divided into subclasses based on the cognitive 

neuropsychological paradigm (Benson, 1996; Roeltgen, 2003).  For example, surface 

dyslexia/dysgraphia is characterized by deficits in the lexical processing route (Barry, 

1988; Baxter & Warrington, 1987; Marshall & Newcombe, 1973; McCarthy & Warrington, 

1986; Warrington & McCarthy, 1987; Weekes, Davies, Parris, & Robinson, 2003), whereas 

deep or phonological dyslexia/dysgraphia is characterized by deficits in the non-lexical 

processing route (Baxter, & Warrington, 1985; Beauvois, & Derouesné, 1979; Bub, & 

Kertesz, 1982; Cipolotti, Bird, Glasspool, & Shallice, 2004; Jones, 1985; Marshall, & 

Newcombe, 1966; Roeltgen, Sevush, & Heilman, 1983; Sasanuma, Ito, Patterson, & Ito, 

1996; Shallice, 1981).  These categorical syndromes have been studied based on single 

case reports of individuals.  Surface dyslexia/dysgraphia results from damage to the 

lexical route for reading/spelling.  This form of dyslexia/dysgraphia is characterized by 

difficulties in reading/spelling irregular words compared to regular words and 

pronounceable non-words.  In contrast, phonological dyslexia/dysgraphia results from 

damage to the non-lexical route for reading/spelling.  In this form of dyslexia/dysgraphia, 

while the reading/spelling of known words is preserved, that of non-words is impaired.  
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Although deep dyslexia/dysgraphia shares similar characteristics to those of phonological 

dyslexia/dysgraphia, semantic errors are observed only in deep dyslexia/dysgraphia 

(Marshall & Newcombe, 1966, 1973; Plaut & Shallice, 1993; Bub & Kertesz, 1982a).  

Studies analyzing both reading and spelling impairments in a single case using the 

cognitive neuropsychological method are rare (Beauvois & Dérouesné, 1981; Roeltgen & 

Heilman, 1984; Tainturier & Caramazza, 1994).  Beauvois & Dérouesné (1981) reported 

on a patient with aphasia who displayed both phonological dyslexia and surface dysgraphia.  

Their findings suggested that the mechanisms of dysfunction may have clearly differed 

between reading and spelling in that patient.  In addition, Roeltgen & Heilman (1984) 

reported four cases each of phonological dysgraphia and surface dysgraphia (referred to as 

“lexical agraphia” in their article). In one of the cases with surface dysgraphia, spelling of 

non-words was impaired; however, in the current case, the reading of non-words was intact. 

In the case reported here, the mechanism of dysfunction for reading and spelling 

impairment may be different, resembling the case reported by Beauvois & Dérouesné.   

In this study, we analyzed reading and spelling impairments in a Japanese patient 

with aphasia.  There are two kinds of orthographic systems used in Japanese: syllabic 

Kana and logographic Kanji.  Character-sound correspondence in Japanese Kanji 

characters are completely different from Kana in several regards.  First, a Kana character 

usually maps to a single mora of spoken Japanese, whereas Kanji characters do not reliably 

map to any specific phonological size of a Kanji character, which generally contains from 

one to three morae.  Second, although almost all Kana characters have a single 

pronunciation that does not vary across different words, the majority of Kanji characters 

have two or more different pronunciations as determined by the intra-word context.  Third, 

Kanji characters are visually complex compared with Kana characters (Fusimi, Ijuin, 
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Patterson, & Tatsumi, 1999, Morton & Sasanuma, 1984).  In the discussion, we analyzed 

the relationship between script type (Kanji or Kana) and dysfunction mechanisms in our 

case, based on the dual route cascaded (DRC) model.  In addition, we discussed the 

patient’s dysfunction in relation to localized cerebral lesions.  Furthermore, we attempted 

to compare our case with the case reported by Beauvois & Dérouesné. 

 

Case Report 

KH was a 79-year-old, right-handed man who worked as a farmer and exhibited 

speech difficulties following a cerebral infarction.  There was no history of 

cerebrovascular disease prior to the event.  Clinical examinations revealed right 

homonymous hemianopia, mild anomia, and mild attention and memory impairments.  On 

the other hand, no apraxia or agnosia was present.  His past medical history included an 

irregular pulse and cataract.  To regulate his heartbeat, he underwent surgery to insert a 

pacemaker.  The patient also underwent cataract surgery to restore his vision.  The 

patient’s ability to engage in typical daily conversation was almost normal despite his mild 

difficulty with word recall.  A head computed tomography (CT) scan acquired 2 days after 

onset revealed low-density areas in the lower left temporal lobe extending to the left 

occipital lobe, as well as a small infarction in the parietal lobe (Figure 1).  The CT images 

indicated that both the posterior cerebral artery and the posterior branches of the middle 

cerebral artery were simultaneously damaged.  The patient underwent detailed evaluations 

of his cognitive and language abilities, including neuropsychological tests and 

speech-language assessments.  To examine our case’s visual perception abilities, we 

administered the Visual Perception Test for Agnosia (VPTA; Japan Society for Higher 

Brain Dysfunction Test Committee, 2003b), a commonly used test in Japan.  Our results 
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showed that the visual perception abilities of our case were within the normal range.  To 

evaluate his language ability, we conducted the Japanese Standard Language Test for 

Aphasia (SLTA; Japan Society for Higher Brain Dysfunction Test Committee, 2003a), 

which is the most commonly used standardized test battery in Japan.  In addition, several 

Sophia Analysis of Language in Aphasia (SALA; Jochi university SALA project team, 

2004) tasks were used to examine his reading and writing abilities.  

 

Results 

The SLTA results are shown in Table 1.  The patient scored a 0 out of 5 in Kanji 

and a 5 out of 5 in Kana on the written naming task.  On the Kanji and Kana 

writing-to-dictation tasks, he scored a 1 out of 5 and a 5 out of 5, respectively.  The same 

tendency was observed between Kanji and Kana in both the written naming task and the 

writing-to-dictation task.  Conversely, his reading aloud scores in both Kanji and Kana 

were 1 out of 5.  The patient’s auditory comprehension and repetition abilities were within 

the normal ranges.  However, his oral naming and reading comprehension scores were 

low.   

In order to analyze his reading/writing disorders more deeply, we administered 

several tasks using the SALA test battery (the Japanese version of the Psycholinguistic 

Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia [PALPA; Kay, Lesser, & Coltheart, 1992]).  

To examine the underlying mechanism involved in his reading/writing impairments, we 

administered four tasks: a character/pseudo-character discrimination task, an orthographic 

lexical decision task, a word/non-word reading aloud task, and a word/non-word spelling 

task.   

In the character/pseudo-character discrimination task, the patient was required to 
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determine whether the character presented was real or not. Stimuli were comprised of 28 

real Kanji (e.g.,朝) and 28 pseudo-Kanji characters (e.g.,  ).  The patient scored within 

the normal range on the character/pseudo-character discrimination task, with 53 out of 56 

correct answers.  The orthographic lexical decision task stimuli were comprised of 60 real 

Kanji words and 60 non-words, and 32 real Kana words and 32 non-words.  The patient 

answered correctly 21 out of 40 times on the Kanji portion and 0 out of 12 times on the 

Kana portion of the lexical decision task.  The Kanji orthographic lexical decision task 

score was significantly lower than that of the character/pseudo-character discrimination 

task [χ2(1) = 21.13, p < .01].  

For the reading aloud task, we used high familiarity Kanji/Kana words and Kana 

non-words as stimuli.  High familiarity word stimuli were comprised of 30 Kanji and 60 

Kana words (30 Hiragana words and 30 Katakana words).  In addition, we used 56 Kana 

non-word stimuli for the reading task. In the high familiarity word reading aloud task, the 

patient scored low on all scripts [correct answers: Kanji words, 2 out of 30; Kana words: 4 

out of 60 (Hiragana words, 2 out of 30; Katakana words, 2 out of 30)].  The patient could 

not read aloud in the Kana non-word reading task; his score was 0 out of 28.  In the high 

familiarity reading task with Kana words, two error response patterns were observed: no 

responses, 54 out of 56; and only one syllable responses, 2 out of 56 (e.g., たこ[tako] 

‘octopus’ →[sa…]).  In the high familiarity Kanji word reading task, he reported that he 

could understand the meaning of 5 out of 27 words, which he was not able to read aloud.  

Further, character-by-character reading responses were not observed in all reading tasks.  

The writing-to-dictation task was comprised of high familiarity Kanji/Kana words 

and Kana non-words; the same stimuli were used in this task as were used in the reading 

aloud task.  When we asked the patient to dictate the stimulus word, he repeated the word 
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correctly before he started to write it down.  On the high familiarity spelling task, the 

patient answered correctly 54 out of 60 times for the Kana words (Hiragana words, 28 out 

of 30; Katakana words, 26 out of 30), whereas he scored a 4 out of 30 on the Kanji words.   

His Kanji word score was significantly lower than that for Kana words [χ2(1) = 48.01, p 

< .01]. The patient scored significantly higher on the high familiarity Kana word spelling 

task than on the Kana reading task (spelling, 54 out of 60; reading, 4 out of 60; χ2(1) = 

80.12, p < .01).  He scored a 47 out of 56 on the non-word spelling task, which was 

similar to his high familiarity Kana word score.  No significant difference was found 

between his spelling scores for Kana words and non-words.  Figure 2 shows the results of 

the reading and spelling tasks. 

In the writing-to-dictation task with high familiarity Kanji words, the patient made 

various errors: no response, 15 out of 26; responses with only one character written down, 

3 out of 26 (e.g., 牛乳[ɡʲuːnʲuː]’milk’→乳); response with a part of a character, 1 out of 26 

(e.g., 電話[dẽẽwa]’phone’→  ), substitution with a character that was phonologically 

similar in Kanji, 1 of 26 (e.g., 水着[mizugi]’swimwear’→水気[mizuki]); substitution with 

an unrelated Kanji character, 1 out of 26 (e.g., 紅茶[koːtʃa]’tea’→近後); substitution with 

a pseudo-Kanji character, 1 out of 26 (e.g., 馬[uma]’horse’→  ); response with Kana 

characters, 1 of 26 (e.g., 滝[taki]’waterfall’→たき[taki]).  

In the writing-to-dictation task with high familiarity Kana words, all errors made 

were phonologically similar: character substitution errors, 5 out of 6 (e.g., じゃがいも

[dʒaɡaimo]’potato’→ががいも[ɡaɡaimo]); and omission of a long vowel, 1 out of 6 (e.g., 

ドーナツ[doːnatsu]’doughnuts’→ドナツ[donatsu]).  In the Kana non-word 

writing-to-dictation task, the patient made errors that were similar to the error pattern 

observed with high familiarity Kana words.  Specifically, all errors made in Kana 
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non-words were phonologically similar: character substitution errors, 8 out of 9 (e.g., みっ

た[mitta]→びった[bitta]); and insertion of a long vowel, 1 out of 9 (e.g., えなふりぎょ

[enaɸuɾiɡʲo]→えなふりぎょう[enaɸuɾiɡʲoː]).  The patient did not make any lexical or 

semantic errors on the writing-to-dictation tasks for either Kana words or non-words. 

Further, character-by-character writing responses were consistently observed in both tasks.  

 

Discussion 

The results of our patient’s reading/writing tasks were as follows. The patient scored 

low on the reading aloud tasks consisting of high familiarity Kanji words, high familiarity 

Kana words, and Kana non-words.  In contrast, his scores were high on the spelling tests 

for high familiarity Kana words and Kana non-words; his spelling test score was 

significantly lower for high familiarity Kanji words than that for high familiarity Kana 

words and non-words.  Therefore, we analyzed the different mechanisms involved in 

reading and spelling dysfunction using the DRC model (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, 

& Ziegler, 2001; Houghton & Zorzi, 2003; Weekes et al., 2003).  

First, we analyzed the reading dysfunction mechanism using the DRC model 

(Coltheart et al., 2001) (Figure 3).  This model assumes that there are two processing 

routes for reading: the lexical route (Figure 3, left) and the non-lexical route (Figure 3, 

right). We used high familiarity words and non-words in order to analyze reading and 

spelling processing using the lexical and the non-lexical routes, respectively. 

To read aloud, we must perceive character forms as visual stimuli before these 

characters are recognized as language symbols.  In our case, visual perception was 

preserved, based his normal on VPTA score.  In other words, visual feature units included 

in the DRC model were likely functioning appropriately.  Further, the patient’s normal 
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score on the character/pseudo-character task indicated that his character units were intact.  

Conversely, the patient only answered correctly 52% of the time on the orthographic lexical 

decision task, a percentage that was close to the number of correct answers that could be 

guessed by chance, indicating that the orthographic input lexicon was likely severely 

impaired.  Therefore, the visual word input level analysis suggested that visual feature 

units and character units were likely preserved, whereas the orthographic input lexicon was 

impaired.   

In the reading aloud tasks, the patient scored low on the high familiarity Kanji/Kana 

words, which suggested that one or more levels of the reading lexical route was/were 

impaired.  The above analysis of visual word input levels suggested that the lexical route 

of the orthographic input lexicon was impaired.  In addition, the phonological output 

lexicon may have also been impaired in our case, as he scored low on the oral naming task.  

Furthermore, his difficulty in reading Kana non-words aloud suggested that the non-lexical 

route (grapheme-phoneme conversion) was also impaired.   

Second, we analyzed the spelling dysfunction mechanism using the DRC model of 

spelling; we modified the spelling model based on that of Houghton & Zorzi (2003) and 

Weekes et al. (2003) (Figure 4).  In this model, as well as in the DRC model of reading, 

high familiarity words are processed via the lexical route and non-words are processed via 

the non-lexical route.  In our case, the spelling lexical route was likely impaired, as he 

scored low on the high familiarity Kanji word writing-to-dictation task.  However, the 

non-lexical route of spelling was likely intact because the patient’s percentage of correct 

answers on the writing-to-dictation task was high for Kana non-words.  Further, we 

presented the patient with auditory stimuli to determine whether his low scores on the 

writing-to-dictation task were partially due to impaired phonological input.  We found that 
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the phonological input levels were likely intact in our patient because his auditory 

comprehension and repetition abilities were preserved.  

Here we discussed Kana word processing in our case based on Japanese Kana 

processing characteristics associated with dysfunction mechanisms.  We propose that the 

lexical route was impaired in our case; we determined this by using high familiarity Kana 

words, which are written via use of the lexical route.  However, Japanese Kana words 

have a regular correspondence between characters and sounds; thus, native Japanese 

speakers can spell most Japanese Kana words using these correspondent rules.  Our case 

could write Kana words via the preserved non-lexical route; therefore, he had a high score 

on the writing-to-dictation task for Kana words.  Evidence for spelling Kana words using 

the non-lexical route is as follows: scores did not significantly differ between Kana words 

and non-words; parallel error patterns were observed between these two tasks; and 

character-by-character writing was consistently observed for both Kana word and non-word 

tasks.  

In addition, we discuss KH’s reading and spelling dysfunctions and their relationship 

with cerebral lesions.  KH scored low on all of the administered reading tasks, a pattern 

similar to that observed in cases with pure dyslexia (dyslexia without dysgraphia).  This 

pattern of reading impairment was thought to be caused by lesions in the occipital lobe, 

which is often damaged in patients with pure dyslexia (Damasio & Damasio 1983).  

However, in contrast to typical pure dyslexia, character-by-character reading responses 

were not observed in our case.  The mechanisms of pure dyslexia were described in 

several publications (Miozzo & Caramaza, 1998), and included a disconnect between the 

visual process area and the language area (Déjerine, 1892, Geschwind, 1962), a correlation 

with deficits in visual perception (Farah & Wallace, 1991), a deficit in recognizing letters 
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(Arguin & Bub, 1993), and a deficit in lexical orthographic representations themselves 

(Warrington & Shallice, 1980) or faulty access to the orthographic lexicon (Patterson & 

Kay, 1982).  As previously mentioned, our case’s reading difficulties may have been 

caused by a deficit in the orthographic input lexicon; this pattern was similar to the case of 

Warrington & Shallice (1980).  Further analysis suggested that many lesions do not 

entirely destroy the lexical pathway, such that partial sparing of the reading lexical 

pathways could account for some of the preserved reading abilities.  In contrast to the 

lexical pathway, the reading non-lexical route may have been entirely destroyed because 

our patient could not read any Kana non-words.  In contrast, the spelling non-lexical route 

was likely intact, as our case achieved a high score on Kana spelling tasks.  The angular 

gyrus may be involved in the spelling non-lexical route because this area is damaged in 

patients with surface (lexical) dysgraphia (Roeltgen & Heilman, 1984).  Because these 

areas were preserved in KH, the spelling non-lexical route was likely intact.  On the other 

hand, it is known that Japanese Kanji and Kana disorders often dissociate in Japanese 

patients with brain damage.  For instance, the posterior inferior temporal gyrus and the 

temporo-occipital area are known to cause selective dysgraphia in Kanji (Iwata, 1984, 

Soma, Sugishita, Kitamura, Maruyama, & Imanaga, 1989, Sakurai, Sakai, Sakuta, & Iwata, 

1994, Sakurai, Mimura, & Mannen, 2008).  Our case suffered damage to the inferior 

temporal gyrus and the temporo-occipital area; therefore, we assumed that his Kanji 

spelling abilities were impaired as a result. 

To summarize our case’s reading/spelling dysfunction mechanisms, both lexical and 

non-lexical routes for reading were impaired, whereas only the lexical route was impaired 

for spelling.  Therefore, the dysfunction mechanism(s) may differ between reading and 

spelling in this case.  In addition to our case, a patient with differential mechanisms 
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between reading and spelling disorders was previously reported (Beauvois & Dérouesné, 

1981).  This case exhibited phonological dyslexia and surface dysgraphia, which led to the 

hypothesis that both the non-lexical route of reading and the lexical route of spelling were 

concurrently impaired.  In our case, both the reading lexical and non-lexical routes were 

impaired, whereas the only the lexical route was impaired for spelling.  In Table 2, we 

compare our case with Beauvois’ case.  Both cases had an intact non-lexical route for 

spelling, while the reading lexical route was impaired only in our case. Further, in both 

cases the non-lexical route for reading was impaired, whereas the non-lexical route for 

spelling was preserved.  Therefore, these two routes are likely independent in both 

dysfunctional and normal cognitive mechanisms.  

As we mentioned above, the reading lexical and non-lexical routes and the lexical 

route in spelling were impaired in KH.  Qualitatively different mechanisms were involved 

in our case, as determined using cognitive neuropsychological methods.  Both reading and 

spelling were impaired in KH and Beauvois’ case; however, the reading and spelling 

dysfunction mechanisms differed.  We identified different mechanisms underlying the 

reading and spelling disorders in our case compared with the case of Beauvois & 

Dérouesné; therefore, reading and spelling dysfunction mechanisms might be variable in 

general.  Moreover, our findings suggest that we should analyze reading disorders and 

spelling disorders separately using cognitive neuropsychological analysis.  If reading and 

spelling dysfunction mechanisms differ, then language training methods should be 

changed.  
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1  Head computed tomography (CT) 

A head CT scan acquired 2 days after manifestation revealed low-density areas in the left 

lower temporal lobe extending to the left occipital lobe, and a small infarction in the 

parietal lobe.  

 

Figure 2  Percentages of correct answers on the reading and spelling tests 

The patient spelled significantly fewer Kanji words correctly than Kana words [χ2(1) = 

48.01, p < .01]. His spelling scores were similar between Kana words and non-words. The 

Kana word spelling score was significantly higher than that of the Kana word reading score 

[χ2(1) = 80.12, p < .01]. 

 

Figure 3  Dual route cascaded (DRC) model of reading  

This model was modified from the original model (Coltheart et al. 2001) for Japanese 

reading.  

 

Figure 4  Dual route cascaded (DRC) model of spelling 

The DRC model of spelling was derived based on that of Houghton & Zorzi (2003) and 

Weekes et al. (2003), and modified for Japanese spelling.  

 

Table 1  Results of the Standard Language Test of Aphasia (SLTA)  

The SLTA is the most commonly used standardized test battery for Japanese patients with 

aphasia. 

 

Table 2  Comparison of our case with the case reported in Beauvois et al. 

Both cases had an intact non-lexical route for spelling, while the reading lexical route was 

impaired only in our case.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1  Head CT
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Figure 2  Percentage of correct answers on the reading and spelling tests 

p < 0.01  n.s. 
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Table 1  Results of the Standard Language Test of Aphasia (SLTA) 

Task Score Max Average SD

Comprehension

     Spoken word-to-picture matching 10 10 10.0 0.2

     Spoken sentence comprehension 9 10 9.5 0.8

     Spoken command comprehension 1† 10 9.6 0.7

     Kanji word-to-picture matching 7† 10 9.9 0.8

     Kana word-to-picture matching 3† 10 10.0 0.1

     Written sentence comprehension 0† 10 9.6 1

     Written command comprehension 0† 10 9.4 1.5

Production

     Oral naming: objects 7† 20 19.6 0.8

     Oral naming: actions 6† 10 9.9 0.4

     Oral scene description 5 6 5.8 0.6

     Word fluency 9 ― 12.6 4.5

     Written naming of Kanji 1† 5 4.2 1.1

     Written naming of Kana 4 5 4.8 0.7

     Written scene description 1† 6 5.2 1.1

Repetition

     Words 10 10 9.9 0.1

     Sentences 4 5 4.5 0.8

Reading aloud

     Kanji words 1† 5 5.0 0.4

     Kana words 1† 5 5.0 0.1

     Kana characters 0† 10 10.0 0.2

     Sentences 0† 5 4.9 0.3

Writing-to-dictation

     Kanji words 1† 5 4.3 1.0

     Kana words 5 5 4.8 0.8

     Kana characters 9 10 9.7 1.1

     Sentences 1† 5 4.0 1.5

                                                                                                  † = below -2 standard deviation



 

 

 

 

 

Lexical Non-lexical Lexical Non-lexical

Our case × × × ○

Case of Beauvois et al. ○ × × ○

○ = intact route,  × = impaired route

Reading Spelling

Table 2  Comparison of our case with the case of Beauvois et al. 
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